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Introduction
While doing some research on parking management systems and associated technologies, I
came across a specific manufacturer offering it’s customers the possibility of complete remote
management of their parking systems with the ability to manage parking rates on-the-fly, view
connected security cameras and even control barriers.
Next, a world map showing the location of parking management systems connected to the
Internet and therefore accessible by any user:

Figure 1 Worldwide distribution of vulnerable parking management systems
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Executive Summary
By default, these management systems are insecure. Because the implementation does not
follow typical security settings, all facilities contain certain vulnerabilities, which once discovered,
would compromise any of these systems.
It was possible to locate certain keywords which, using different search engines, allow us to
collect the main servers of parking management systems that are connected to the Internet.
•
•

•
•

•

Through a web-accessible file, it is possible to obtain detailed information of the operating
system environment, like the hostname and the internal path to the document web root.
The application manages the backups, saving them to a specific path in the file system.
This path is predictable and can be crafted knowing the hostname. It is possible to
download backups from both the operative system and the parking management
application database, directly for one model and taking advantage of vulnerability in other
one.
There is a path traversal vulnerability that allows downloading every readable file in the
system, including application source code, logs, configuration files and scripts.
The password policy implementation for both the application and system is weak, helping
attackers to conduct brute force or password guessing attacks on user accounts to obtain
valid credentials.
Because the main server has access to other devices in the local network, it is possible to
pivot from there (which is the only system connected to the Internet) to the rest of
management systems (cameras, payment stations, cashier computers, etc)
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Scope of research
Penetration test (web focused) against architecture behind the following login forms from two
parking models:

Parking Model A (used before 2008)

Figure 2 - Login form for parking model A

Parking Model B (newest product line)
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Figure 3 - Login form for parking model B
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Parking Architecture
Even the research includes some different parking management systems models as the scope;
it is possible to summarize the typical architecture of these kinds of systems with the following
diagram, thanks to brochures and whitepapers from the vendor itself:

Figure 4 - General architecture for parking management systems

Entry/Exit elements
Both entry and exit environments have similar devices connected to the parking network. Most
important of them are the following:
•
•
•

•

Lane Controller: ticket dispensing, ticket verifying and season cards reading.
Barrier: device which control the barrier of the parking, accepting several modes for its
operation (manual, semi and full automatic)
License Plate Recognition: element that is in charge of reading license plates and
sends them to the management. These license plates identify cars and are used to link
tickets and season cards.
Cameras (optional): cameras placed at lane controllers or at entries and exits, which
gives the possibility to visually identify drivers and cars from other angles. Mainly for
security purposes and assistance.
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Management elements
Following are the main components used at the parking system for its management,
maintenance and payments
•

•
•

Management Application: Main web application, which can manage the whole parking,
its parameters and configurations, as well as financial, and presence reports. It has the
ability to control the rest of the parking devices connected to the network. It is the key
component for the whole infrastructure.
Payment station: Station used for clients to pay tickets and receive receipts. Credit
cards and coins accepted as payment methods.
Cashier: System used by parking workers to manage tickets and payments for clients
as an alternative of using payment stations.
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Vulnerabilities in parking management systems
Vulnerabilities discovered are valid for every parking management system installation connected
to the Internet from the vendor. While normally some of these vulnerabilities are often
categorized as low in any security audit, used together can cause a full system compromise.
The aim of the research is to detect common insecure configurations and vulnerabilities that
once exploited, could compromise any system of the same model.
STATUS
VULNERABILITY

MODEL A

MODEL B

Environment information disclosure

Vulnerable

Vulnerable

Directory Listing

Vulnerable

Not vulnerable

Access to backup files

Vulnerable

Vulnerable

Plain text passwords in database

Vulnerable

Vulnerable

Weak password policy

Vulnerable

Vulnerable

Path traversal in download page

Not vulnerable

Vulnerable

Predictable system users/passwords

Not vulnerable

Vulnerable

Predictable application users/passwords

Not vulnerable

Vulnerable

Environment information disclosure
There is a file available in the main folder for the management application called info.php,
which includes the output of the PHP command phpinfo(). Includes information about PHP
compilation options and extensions, PHP version, server information and environment (if
compiled as a module), the PHP environment, OS version information, paths, etc. It is mainly
used for debugging purposes and should not be available in production environments.
From this output, we are interested in information related to the hostname and full path where
the document root is.
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Figure 5 - PHP summary information
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Figure 6 - Environment information

Directory listing
A directory listing exposes the complete index of all the resources located inside of the directory.
The specific risks and consequences vary depending on which files are listed and accessible.
There are some predictable folders at the document root, which are browsable because
directory listing is enabled at the web server.
Typical folders that are browsable are scripts, uploads, docs, conf and also the main folder
for the parking application (which is not at the first level of the document root):
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Figure 7 - Directory listing at main parking application folder
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Figure 8 - Content of scripts folder

Figure 9 - Content of includes folder
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Backup files available
While most of the files within a web server are directly handled by the server itself, it isn't
uncommon to find unreferenced or forgotten files that can be used to obtain important
information about the infrastructure or the credentials. There is a backup folder at the document
web root of the application. The configurations of the web server also allows browsing its full
content, as well as access and download the files listed.

Figure 10 - Browsable backup folder
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The folder contains compressed files of daily database snapshots of the current month,
including tickets information and the whole configuration parameters for the parking itself.
Everybody without restrictions can download every of these files.

Plain text passwords in database dump
After decompressing the backup compressed file, the dump is a typical PostgreSQL export.
Analyzing the database dump and its content, one of the tables included is called appusers. It
contains every management users details, as well as their passwords in plain text.
It is possible to quickly get a full list of users and passwords with a command like the following
against the compressed backup file:
pg_restore X.tgz | grep -i -A20 "Copy appusers" | awk -F'\t' '{print $1":"$11}'

Figure 11 - Fragment of users and passwords list

One of the users corresponds with admin, which has full access for the main web application
and to manage the whole parking system and its components. There are other users with
management roles, like manager.

Weak password policy
After obtaining the list of users and passwords dump database, it is possible to conclude that
there is no password policy. The system allows introducing weak passwords, with no minimum
length, and even can match the username.
This problem allows an attacker to perform brute force or dictionary and have a high probability
of success.
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Path traversal in download page
As defined by OWASP methodology, a path traversal attack aims to access files and directories
that are stored outside the web root folder. By browsing the application, the attacker looks for
absolute links to files stored on the web server. By manipulating variables that reference files
with “dot-dot-slash (../)” sequences and its variations, it may be possible to access arbitrary files
and directories stored on file system
Parking model B contains a path traversal in “file” parameter for a download function. It is
possible to obtain every file in the system.
Also, full path for backup files is predictable, so it is possible to download last database dump
with this vulnerability.

Predictable application user/passwords
Default accounts for parking models in scope are:
•
•
•

admin
manager
test

Both “admin” and “manager” have full privileges for managing the whole parking system, and
“test” user only has access for downloading manuals and changes the account password.
Default passwords for these accounts are the same as the username. Even admin and
manager password could be changed at installation; test account is not usually modified.
Accessing with test account is enough to exploit the path traversal vulnerability explained in last
section.

Predictable system user/passwords
Taking advantage of directory traversal vulnerability is possible to obtain a list of valid system
users for the parking management system main server. There are users with shell access
(using SSH) and with access only to the FTP service.
Knowing the weak password policy, FTP users have the same password as the username.
Accessing through FTP, it is possible to download backups for the system (as well as the
parking database), like for example home, tftpboot and the whole etc folder (where the
configuration fles are). Inside this backup, the shadow file is included, and is readable for
everyone that can decompress the compressed file.
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Cracking the shadow file, it is possible to obtain the common password for the rest of users with
shell access, including root.
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Vulnerabilities impact
Full access to any connected parking device
As explained in the Parking Architecture section, the parking management system manages a
central server as well as any of the devices attached to the parking network, including
workstations, cashiers, cameras…

Figure 12 - Parking devices

Because there is an inventory in a management menu, once access to the central server, you
can also connect via SSH to other systems jumping from there.

Season cards control
Using the main application, it is possible to maintain and even generate new season cards
associate it with a car, as well as compromising existing ones, managing the available credit,
fetching sensitive information and create “free and unlimited” access cards.
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Surveillance access
Abusing the parking management system, it is possible to use the parking for surveillance tasks.
If the client has an account at the parking, and its personal information is registered, it is
possible to know his presence, schedules, when enter or leave the parking…
If the parking has a system of cameras installed, you can access directly to live streaming or
even past recordings.

Figure 13. Access to cameras installed on the system
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Credit card information
Because of full access of database dump, and credit cards information are stored in there (full
number), it is possible to link information of people with its payment methods, such credit cards,
establishing relation between tickets and associated payments.

Forging communications and messages
The management system allows high privileged users to access the intercom messages, as well
as the tool to edit every string used in the parking devices. It is possible to upload new
messages for the entry and exit systems, as well as forge every string of the cashier and
payment stations.

Figure 14. Devices strings edition menu

Figure 15. Section to change voice messages for entrance and exit
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Parking status and barriers
With full access to the management system it is possible to fake the state of parking, set it as
full and deny access to other cars. Because the barrier system is controlled independently, it is
possible to manage them manually.

Figure 16. Barriers control
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